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The Nation’s Report Card 
http://nationsreportcard.gov/  
Provides an 
overview of NAEP, 
NAEP data, sample 
questions, state 
profiles, and a 
vast array of 
other information. 
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What is the National Assessment 
of Educational Progress (NAEP)? 

 
 Authorized by Congress in 1969 as a national 
 assessment to measure student performance and 
 determine if students learning what they should  
 be learning.  
 

 A reliable way of determining areas of strengths and 
weaknesses in the American school system. 

 

 Added state-level assessments in 1990 to provide 
participating states with grades 4 and 8 results in reading, 
mathematics, science, and writing. Also provides 
comparisons between states and the Nation. 

 Florida has participated in every state-level NAEP since 
1990,

 

 except in 2000.  
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TUDA Districts 2013 
The Trial Urban District Assessment (TUDA) began 10 
years ago, and has grown from 5 to 21 large urban cities. 
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Grade 12 State-Level NAEP 
In 2009, the option to participate in grade 12 
state-level NAEP in reading and mathematics was 
offered and Florida was one of 11 states to 
volunteer.  
 
This assessment 
is offered every  
4 years. 
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Grade 12 State-Level NAEP 
Demographics of 11 states participating in 2009 NAEP and 
the two additional states that will participate in 2013 
NAEP. 
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No Child Left Behind 
 Beginning in 2003, No Child Left
Behind (NCLB) required all states 
to participate in NAEP. 

 
 

 

 States, districts, and schools  
that receive Title I funds must  
participate in NAEP if selected. 
 

 Names of students and schools that are 
selected to participate must be kept confidential 
and student names must not leave the school. 
 

 Parents/Guardians must be notified. 
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Organization of NAEP 
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National Assessment 
Governing Board (NAGB) 
 Congress created the 26-member Governing 
Board in 1988 to set policy for NAEP. 
 The Secretary of Education appoints NAGB board 
members, but the board is independent of the 
U.S. Department of Education.  
 Since 1990, NAGB has set levels of achievement, 
guided the development of NAEP frameworks, and 
determined the content to be assessed.  
 NAGB determines the  appropriateness of 
assessment items and ensures they are free from 
bias.  
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NAEP and International 
Assessments in Florida 
Florida State Statute 
1008.22 (2)  
 

“The Commissioner of 
Education shall direct 
Florida school districts 
to participate in the 
administration of 
NAEP, or similar 
national or 
international 
assessment program...”  
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NAEP Components 
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Why NAEP? 
 NAEP state-level assessment results can be used to 
compare student performance across states, whereas 
individual statewide assessments vary from state to 
state. 
 

 SAT and ACT results are insufficient to measure 
student performance across states because they are 
administered to a self-selected group. 

 

 NAEP assesses a sample of students in a sample of 
schools in 52 jurisdictions (50 states, Washington 
D.C., and the Department of Defense activity 
schools), Puerto Rico, and 21 TUDAs.   
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How do NAEP and 
FCAT 2.0 Differ? 

FCAT 2.0: 
 Satisfies NCLB 
requirements 

 

 Reports results for 
all students, schools,
and districts 

 

 Consequences for 
students and schools 

 

NAEP: 
 Monitors student 
performance on a 
national and state level 

 Reports results for 
student populations 
(race/ethnicity, gender, 
ELL, SD, NSLP) 

 Does not provide 
student or school 
results 
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NAEP Science Framework 
NAGB develops the NAEP Frameworks and the 
test item specifications based on the frameworks. 
http://nces.ed.gov/nationsreportcard/frameworks.a
sp  
 A new science framework was  
 released in 2009, breaking the 
 trend from 1996 to 2005 due 
 to major differences in the  
 frameworks. 
 The 2011 NAEP Science Report  
 Card included student  
 performance trends from 2009 to 2011. 
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NAEP Science Test Items 
 Test items are developed by teachers, subject-
area specialists, and assessment experts, and are 
then reviewed for quality, bias, and sensitivity by 
content-area experts. 
 

 Multiple-choice and both short and  
 extended constructed-response questions  
 are included in the assessment. 
 

 No one student takes the entire NAEP  
 assessment. 
 

 Each student receives one booklet in one  
 subject containing approximately 16 to 20  
 questions. 
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NAEP Assesses Many Subjects 
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Technology and Engineering 
Literacy Assessment (TEL) 
 
Special study designed 
to explore the use of 
technology, especially 
the use of the 
computer, as a tool to 
enhance the quality 
and efficiency of 
educational 
assessments. 
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TEL 

http://www.nagb.org/assets/documents/publications/frameworks
/tech2014-framework/ch_video/index.html  
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Long-term Trend (LTT) 
 LTT assessments are designed to give 
information on the changes in the basic 
achievement of America's youth in reading 
and mathematics from 1969 to the present.  

 LTT is administered nationally and reports 
student performance at ages 9, 13, and 17.  
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High School Transcript Study 
(HSTS) 
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   HSTS 
Conducted during the summer of every 4th odd-
numbered year. 
 Westat staff will revisit the 110 grade 12 
schools that are in Florida’s 2013 NAEP sample 
to obtain final transcripts of graduating seniors 
who participated in the assessment. 
Because transcripts for HSTS are collected 
from the same students in the same sample of 
schools in which the NAEP grade 12 assessments 
are given, the results from the HSRS and NAEP 
assessment can be linked. 
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Analysis and Reporting 
NAEP reports results by average scale scores and by 
achievement levels: 
 

 Average Scale Scores 
 Reading and Mathematics, 0 - 500 
 Science and Writing, 0 – 300 
 

 Achievement Level Scores 
 Advanced – superior performance 
 Proficient – solid academic performance  
   demonstrating competency over  
   challenging subject matter 
 Basic – partial mastery of prerequisite knowledge and skills that

are fundamental for proficient work 
 

 
(Below Basic - not an achievement level but reports scale scores that 
represent incomplete knowledge and skills necessary for proficient 
work) 
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Proficient vs. Proficiency 
The definitions of 

“proficient” set by states 
and by NAEP have no 

observable agreement.* 
 
* Robert Linn, Large-Scale Assessment Conference, San Antonio, TX, June 2005 
Robert Linn is a distinguished professor emeritus of education in the research and evaluation methods program at the 
University of Colorado at Boulder. 
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Sampling 
• NAEP uses a complicated Multi-
Stage Stratified Random Sampling 
meth od. 
 

• Schools are grouped by type of 
location and minority enrollment and 
then ordered by a measure of 
 achievement.  

 A proportional sample is then selected  
that is representative of the entire student  
population. Sample includes students with disabilities (SD) and 
English language learners (ELLS).  
 

 Larger schools that educate more students and are ethnically 
diverse have a higher chance of being selected for NAEP than 
does a small school. 
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How Does Florida’s Population 
Differ from the Nation’s? 
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NAEP Inclusions and Accommodations 
 Prior to 1998, NAEP did not provide accommodations for Students 
with Disabilities (SD) and English Language Learners (ELL). 

 

 On March 6, 2010, NAGB adopted a policy requiring states to 
assess 95% of the students selected for the sample and at least 
85% of the SD and ELL included in the sample. 

 NAEP’s most frequent accommodations include: 
 Extra testing time 
 Individual or small-group administrations 
 Large-print booklets 
 Heritage language, word-to-word dictionaries  

 Reading passages or questions aloud on the NAEP reading 
assessment 

 Using heritage language, word-to-word dictionaries on the 
reading assessment 

 

 

 

 NAEP accommodations do not include:  

For additional information on NAEP accommodations for SDs and ELLs
access http://nces.ed.gov/nationsreportcard/about/inclusion.asp  
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NAEP 2011  
Grade 8 
Science 
Results  
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Snapshot Report 
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Achievement Level Percentages and Average Scale Scores 
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Comparison of Florida’s Average Scale Score in 2011 to Other States/Jurisdictions 
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In 2009 and 
2011 Florida’s 
average scale 
score was 
significantly 
lower than the 
Nation (public). 
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Grade 8 Science 2009 and 2011 
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Grade 8 Science 2009 and 2011 
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Achievement Gaps 
Grade 8  
Science 
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Ways Gaps Can Narrow 
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Gaps in Average Scale Scores 

Scores can be compared in 5 ways: 
1. Were the gains (or losses) in scores between 2009 and 2011 significant for Florida 

(FL) and for the National Public (NP) White (W) and African-American (AA) 
students?   

1. FL W – 158 to 161 not sig dif; NP W – 161 to 163 stat sig increase   
2. FL AA – 126 to 127 not sig dif;  NP AA – 125 to 128 stat sig increase 

2. Did FL W and/or AA students score significantly higher (or lower) than the NP’s in 
2011? 

1. FL W not sig dif from NP W in 2011 (161 vs. 163) 
2. FL AA not sig dif from NP AA in 2011 (127 vs. 128) 

not sig dif= not significantly different 
stat sig =  statistically significant 
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Gaps in Average Scale Scores 

Scores can be compared in 5 ways (continued): 
3. Was the change in FL scores for W or AA students between 2009 and 2011 significantly 

greater (or smaller) than the change in the NP scores?  
1.FL W change of 3 pts between 2009 and 2011 not sig dif from NP W change of 2 

pts 
2.FL AA change of 1 pt between 2009 and 2011 not sig dif from NP AA change of 3 
pts 

4. Did the gap between FL’s and the NP W and AA students narrow (or widen) between 2009 and
2011?   

 

1.2 pt change in gap between FL W and AA students between 2009 and 2011 not 
significant 

2.1 pt change in gap between NP W and AA between 2009 and 2011 not significant 
5. Was the difference in the change of the gap between FL’s and the NP W and AA students

significant? No sig dif between 2 and 1 pt change in gaps 
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NAEP Data Explorer 
http://nces.ed.gov/nationsreportcard/naepdata/  
 
 Analyzes NAEP data 
 Creates statistical tables  
 and graphs 
 Examines state 
performance over time 
 Examines subgroup 
performance 
 Compares Florida’s  
 results to the nation’s 
 and other states’ 
 Compares Miami-Dade 
and Hillsborough County 
results to those of the 
other TUDAs and Large 
Cities 
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Quick Reference Guide to 
NAEP Data Explorer (NDE) 
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NAEP Released 
Test  Items - 
A Valuable 
Resource for 
Teachers 
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Grade 8 Earth and Space 
Sciences 
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Grade 8 Earth and Space 
Sciences 

B is the Correct Answer 

Why might 
students 
choose C? 
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Grade 8 Life Science 
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Grade 8 Life Science 

 D is the Correct Answer 
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Grade 8 Physical Science 
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Grade 8 Physical Science 

 B is the Correct Answer 

Why 
might 
students 
choose A? 
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NAEP Questions Tool 
http://nces.ed.gov/nationsreportcard/itmrls  
 Contains over 1,000 
rel eased items from many 
content areas 

 Sorts items by domains, 
objectives, cognitive 
ability, and difficulty level 

 Includes multiple-choice 
and both short- and 
extended-response items 

 Reports student 
performance on a specific 
question by states and 
subgroups 
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NAEP Questions Tool 
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Searching for Questions 
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Refining Search 
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Questions 
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Quick Reference Guide to 
NAEP Questions Tool (NQT) 
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NAEP Practice Tests 
http://www.fldoe.org/asp/naep/naep-pt.asp  
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International Assessments 
  Offer a unique 
opportunity to make 
international comparisons 
and analyze the progress 
of student achievement 
 Determine areas of need 
for additional instruction 
 Each assessment is 
based on a separate and 
unique framework and set 
of items 
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International Assessments 

 
 Link posted at http://www.fldoe.org/asp/naep/iah.asp  
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TIMSS, PIRLS, and PISA 
Participation – Race to the Top 
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Trend in International Mathematics 
and Science (TIMSS) 

 

Measures student learning in mathematics and 
science at grades 4 and 8 every 4 years since 
1995. http://nces.ed.gov/timss/  

 Administered Spring 2011 
 Compares achievement of American  
 students to that of students in more  
 than 55 countries and jurisdictions 
 For results for TIMSS 2007, go to: 
http://timss.bc.edu/timss2007/sciencereport.html  
 

http://timss.bc.edu/timss2007/mathreport.html 
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TIMSS Released Science Test Item  
Grade 8 

United States scored not significant from the International Average.   
Of the 11 countries/jurisdictions that scored above the International Average, 7 
also scored above the International Average on the previous Mathematics 
question 
 

 Additional examples of released science TIMSS items are available at 
http://nces.ed.gov/timss/educators.asp   60 
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NAEP-TIMSS Linking Study 
 All states’ grade 8 NAEP 2011 results in 
mathematics and science will be projected onto the 
TIMSS scoring scale. 
 Actual TIMSS scores for Florida, because we 
paid to be over-sampled and receive state-level 
results, will be compared to projected TIMSS 
scores to ensure validity of the linking study. 
 TIMSS results for Florida (and 8 other states) 
will be released at the same time as the TIMSS 
international and national results in late 2012. 
 Results of the linking study-with projected 
TIMSS scores-will be released in early 2013. 
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NAEP-TIMSS Linking Study 
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Program for International 
Student Assessment (PISA) 
 15-year-old students are assessed 
in reading, mathematics, and  
scientific literacy every 3 years 
since 2000. http://nces.ed.gov/surveys/pisa/  
 One subject assessed in depth at each 
administration (mathematics in 2012) 
 Measures how well students can apply 
knowledge and skills to problems within  
real-life contexts as they approach  
the end of compulsory education rather 
than a direct measure of attained  
curriculum knowledge.  
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PISA Released Science Test Item 
Give one reason why it is recommended that young children and old 
people, in particular, should be vaccinated against influenza (flu). 
_______________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________ 
 

Full credit:  Responses referring to young and/or old people having 
weaker immune systems than other people, or similar.  For example: 

These people have less resistance to getting sick. 
The young and old can’t fight off disease as easily as others. 
They are more likely to catch the flu. 
If they get the flu, the effects are worse in these people. 
Because organisms of young children and older people are weaker. 
Old people get sick more easily. 
  

A correct explanation involves applying several pieces of knowledge 
that are well established in the community.   
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PISA Science:  
Comparing Countries’ Performance 
For the 75 educational systems that participated in the 
2009 Science PISA assessment, the OECD (international) 
average was 501.  The United States had an average 
score of 502 and was one of six educational systems 
whose score was not statistically different from the OECD 
average.  There were 21 educational systems whose scores 
were significantly higher than the OECD average and 38 
educational systems whose scores were significantly lower 
than the OECD average. 
 
International results from the 2009 PISA can be found 
at: 
http://nces.ed.gov/surveys/international/reports/2011-
mrs.asp#science.  
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International Data Explorer 
http://nces.ed.gov/surveys/international/ide/  
 Analyzes TIMSS, 
PIRLS, and PISA 
data 
 Creates statistical  
tables and graphs 
 Compares the 
performance of the 
United States with 
that of the other 
participating 
jurisdictions 
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Florida’s NAEP Website 
http://www.fldoe.org/asp/naep 
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Social Networking Websites 
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Florida NAEP  
State Coordinator 

Michele Sonnenfeld 
NAEP State Coordinator 

Florida Department of Education 
Room 414 

(850) 245-0787 
FAX (850) 245-0771 or 850-245-

0781 
Michele.Sonnenfeld@fldoe.org 

http://www.fldoe.org/asp/naep/  
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